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I WAS JUST THINKING:  The Flat Earth Society has members all 

around the globe. 

 EDITOR’S RANT 

400 years ago a guy named Bill 

wrote, “If music be the food of 

love, play on.”  I can’t imagine a 

world without music. Of course 

the music Bill listened to has a 

limited fan base today. But then 

so is the music I relate most to. 

I can’t name 98% of the bands, vocalists or rappers that those 

decades my junior groove to today. But it is still music and if the 

all forms of music decided to vacate this world, I would follow 

them to the exit. This sentiment comes from someone who, like 

so many of us, has been suffering from progressive hearing loss 

for a long time. When I eventually did get my hearing checked 

and the audiologist presented me with a graphic analysis that 

showed a dramatic dip in a specific frequency range, I asked what 

fell within that range. He smiled as he responded. “That, sir, is the 

frequency of the human female voice.” I asked for a printed copy 

suitable for framing. 

I am certainly taking full advantage of my selective frequency 
loss. The hearing aids I paid a fortune for, spend more time out of 
my ears than in.  I have concluded that when the music fades the 
aids will become a permanent part of my anatomy, but until then 
not hearing some spoken words has its advantages. Blissful 
ignorance is my comfort zone unless I’m about to catch on fire or 
meet with some other painful fate. Oh yes….hearing patients can 
be helpful. I’m working on that.  



 

PLAY ON…. 



On May 11th While Lawrence Zalasky kept the potential chaos under control, 26 gyros who 
had answered the $20 buy-in split into 4 tables and went after the big money. Since pennies 
are no longer legal tender in this country they made nostalgic, if heavy poker chips.  Every 
player got 2 chances at the top paycheck while 5 others grabbed various shares of the    
lesser money. When the dust settled after 2 hours of “pokerin”” A side winner was “Big 
Blind” Bill Austin. Roger Delveaux took second place money and John Williams 
grabbed third. On the B side, Richard Dickinson beat out Sid Slade who beat out Rikke 
Dootzes by one penny which in fact translated into a $50 differential. Kountless      
Kudos to Lawrence for running a fun evening. 

 

 

LAST MEETING—TEXAS HOLDEM’ NIGHT 

                  The final A table 

                       The Losers’ Lounge 

           Richard rakes in a big one 

            Areal shot from the MetLife Blimp 

             Well, they LOOKED like pros 

                    “A”Side Winners               “B” Side Winners 



 
 

 

NEXT MEETING: MYSTERY GOLF June 8th 

 

This appears on the schedule but remains a mystery, just as it should. Somebody 
(probably Gord Stewart or Jack Beattie) will solve the mystery before the 8th and let    
everyone in on it. Stay tuned. 

 

 

International Convention—July 11th to 17th, 2016    

RED Lake (Mackenzie Island)  Ontario. That’s right—Ontario, CANADA!  WE can finance 

our entire trip in Canadian  dollars! American participants have to pay for part of their gas 

bill in US dollars. Pity our poor American brothers and sisters. 

Mark your summer calendar  NOW! 

 

 

WINDUP GOLF  July 5th: 

I doubt if a windup will help your golf swing but you’re welcome to try it if you are desper-
ate on July 5th at Belvedere. First tee time is 12 Noon.  More details will follow in a few 
weeks but meanwhile, if you are planning on exploring the Belvedere rough, let the     
committee know while its on your mind.  Rusty Climie and his assistants, Keith     
Bradley and Peter Sachatsky, await your phone call or e-mail. 

 

GYRETTE NEWS: 

Great news!  

GWCTN = Guess Who’s Coming To Nibble is coming up fast- Friday, June 3rd @ 7PM 

This is one of the club’s most friendship oriented activities where Couples either host or 

come to an appointed home for fun, games and goodies. The “guests’ are responsible to 

bring sufficient goodies (appetizers) to feed 6 to 8 people as well as a beverage for 

themselves. The hosts provide a dessert at the end of the evening. Don’t miss out on 

this opportunity to get to know a few of your fellow Gyros and Gyrettes on an up close 

and personal level (That could have been phrased better I’m sure, but you know that.) 

Contact Jan Clarke @ (587) 269-4749 or janisclarke40@yahoo.com. DO IT NOW. 

You’ll be glad you did. 



 

Forget Trump and Hillary. Forget “The Bern”. This is a night that really counts. It’s your 
opportunity—no, your responsibility—to make sure our club remains on solid footing with 
leadership that will guide us through the coming year and keep us the envy of so many 
other Gyro clubs. Beyond voting, if you haven't already done so, seriously, do consider 
throwing your hat in the ring for one of the three open positions. We need to elect one 
Vice  President (aka President elect) and two directors. These are not taxing jobs and 
would require perhaps a couple of hours a month, but they are positions that are vital to 
the health of the club. Getting more than the minimum of candidates is also vital to mak-
ing Election Night one of the most fun evenings of the year. Find yourself a campaign 
manager, draft a ludicrous platform, put on a red ball cap and comb over your hair if you 
like, but run. I guarantee you can fund this campaign yourself just like the Donald but if 
you can squeeze out some corporate money, then good for you! You’ll have a fun time 
and so will everybody else. Win or lose you will be a contributor to the welfare of the 
club.  See you there! 

             NEXT MEETING: ELECTION NIGHT May 25th_______ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SNICKERS AND GUFFAWS 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

  

 

  SIGNS OF THE TIMES 



   

PICS TO PONDER: 

 

 

 

 

                                         



 

DO YOU REMEMBER? 

          

OLD MEMORIES  DEPEND ON HOW OLD YOU ARE 

 

           From a long time ago in a galaxy far, far away 

When somebody says “10 years ago” I think about the ‘90’s, not 2006 



 

MEANWHILE IN CANADA 

New $5 coin? Let’s call it the Ow Ow Owooonie 



Meanwhile NOT in Canada 

 



THE DONALD PAGEBECAUSE NOBODY WANTS MORE COVERAGE THAN DT ! 

 

                       There, don’t you feel more informed , fulfilled and stimulated now? 

 



Hmmmm... 

 



ANIMAL INSTINKS 
  



Your Gyro Friendship thought of the week: 
        

And the last word: 
 
 

       

 

 

 

                           

 

   

 

  SB 

 

 


